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What are the Peano Axioms?  

● Expresses logical rules and operations of natural numbers 
● Defined by 9 axioms 
● Recursive definition 



9 Axioms  

1. … 
2. Equality is reflexive  
3. Equality is symmetric
4. Equality is transitive 
5. Natural numbers are closed under equality 
6. …
7. …
8. …
9. ...



5 Axioms  

1. Zero is a natural number
2. The successor of any natural number is a natural number 
3. Zero has no predecessor
4. Different natural numbers have different successors
5. If zero has a property and if any natural number has that 

property, then its successor must have that property, then all 
natural numbers must have that property 



Axioms of addition

1. Any number plus zero is that number 
2. Any number plus the successor of any other number equals 

the successor of the sum of the two numbers 



Axioms of multiplication

1. Any number times zero is zero
2. Any number times the successor of any other number equals 

the product of the two numbers plus the first number 



Symbols

● ‘o’ zero
● ‘S’ successorship 
● ‘+’ addition 
● ‘•’ multiplication 
● ‘n’ and ‘m’ for variables
● ‘⊃’ implies 



Peano’s notation 

ab.cd:ef.gh∴k
(((ab)(cd))((ef)(gh)))k.



Successorship

o = Zero 
S(o) = One

S(S(o)) = Two
S(S(S(o))) = Three

S(n) = The number after n
S(S(m)) = The number two after m



Operations

S(o) + S(S(o)) = S(S(S(o)))

o • S(S(o))) = o



Axioms



1. PN1

(∃n)(o = n)



2. PN2

(�n)(∃m)(m = S(n))



3. PN3

~(∃n)(S(n)= o)



4. PN4

(�n)(�m)((S(m) = S(n)) ⊃ (n=m))



Can this go both ways? 

(�n)(�m)((n=m) ⊃ (S(m) = S(n)))



Can this go both ways? 

(�n)(�m)((n=m) ⊃ (S(m) = S(n)))

1. n=m (ACP)
2. a=S(n)   (PN2, EI, UI)
3. a=S(m) (1., 2., Id.)
4. S(n)=S(m) (2., 3., Id.)
5. (n=m) ⊃ (S(m) = S(n))  (1.–4. CP)
6. (�n)(�m)((n=m) ≡ (S(m) = S(n)))    (5., UG)



5. PN5

(�A)((A(o) & (�n)(A(n) ⊃ A(S(n))) ⊃ (�m)(A(m)))



Operations – Addition

(�n)((o+n)=n)
(�n)(�m)((n+S(m))=S(n+m))



Addition example

n + 3 = n + S(2)
= S(n+2)

= S(S(S(n)))



Operations – Multiplication

(�n)((n•o)=o)
(�n)(�m)((n•S(m))=((n•m)+n)



Thank you!


